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Abstract

If the closed linear span of a sequence of independent random
variables in Lp, 1 :5 p  m, is isomorphic to tp, then it is complemented
in Lp. Some generalizations to martingale-difference sequences are
also discussed. Analytic conditions are given which determine

whether a given sequence in Lp is equivalent to the usual lp-basis. It
is shown that if a modular sequence space is isomorphic to lp, then it
is identical with tp.

1. Introduction

This paper is mainly concerned with subspaces of Lp, 1:5 P  00,
which are isomorphic to ep and are spanned either by a sequence of
independent random variables or by a martingale-difference sequence.
One main result in this respect is

THEOREM A: Let 1:5 p  -, and let ( fi) be a sequence of in-
dependent random variables in Lp. If the closed linear span [fi] of (fi)
is isomorphic to iep, then [fi] is complemented in Lp (i.e. there is a

bounded linear projection from L, onto [ f; ]).
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2 The contribution of the second-named author was partly supported by the National
Science Foundation grant number MCS 77-04140.
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For 1  p  -, p 4 2, none of the assumptions of Theorem A is
redundant. Namely, there are uncomplemented subspaces of Lp
which are isomorphic to tp (see [21] for the case of 2  p  00, and [1]
for 1  p  2 the case of 1  p  3 was done earlier in [22] based on
the results of [23]). Also, for 1:5 P  00, p 0 2, there are uncom-

plemented subspaces of Lp which are spanned by sequences of

symmetric independent random variables. For 2  p  - such sub-
spaces were constructed by H. P. Rosenthal [21, p. 284]. For 1 :5 P  2
and any p  r  2, there is a subspace E of Lp spanned by a sequence
of independent random variables which is isomorphic to t, (see [ 111,
for example) and therefore can not be complemented there, since E*
does not embed isomorphically in Lp (see [11]).

It is an open problem whether every isomorph of t, in Li is

complemented there.
In our work on Theorem A we obtained several structural results

for unconditional basic sequences in Lp, 2  p  00, which are interes-
ting in their own right, and may be summarized as follows:

THEOREM B: Let (fi) be a normalized unconditional basic sequence
in Lp, 2  p  -. Assume that ( fi) is not equivalent to the usual

fp-basis. Then
(i) for each À &#x3E; 1 and n E N there are disjoint finite sets AI,..., An

of integers and elements xl, ..., Xn with xi E [fi: j E Ai] for i  n,

so that (xi, i  n) is A -equivalent to the usual en -basis.
(ii) If, in addition, (f;) is a modular basis, then [fi] contains a

subspace isomorphic to f2.

Recall that a basic sequence (zi) in a Banach space is called a

modular basis if there is a sequence of Orlicz functions (4)i) such that
for all sequences (a;) of scalars lî=l aizi converges if and only if for
some t &#x3E; 0 £if=i Oi(laillt)-. (Then the correspondence Li=1 a;z; -
(ai) is an isomorphism of [z,] onto the modular sequence space é.;&#x3E;;
see [ 1 la] section 4.d, for example.) Two sequences (yi), (zi) in Banach
spaces are said to be À-équivalent if for all finitely non-zero

sequences (api) of scalars,

Part (i) of Theorem B was obtained independently of us by W. B.
Johnson, B. Maurey, G. Schechtman and L. Tzafriri [6], in the more

general setting of Banach lattices satisfying a suitable convexity
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condition. Both our proof of (i) and that given in [6] show first that
the conclusion of (i) holds for some value of À &#x3E; 1. The extension to

all values of À &#x3E; 1 follows then from Krivine’s theorem [10].
It follows in particular from Theorem B (ii) that for 2  p  oo,

every modular basis for lp is equivalent to the usual basis of lp. In
fact, this result holds for all values of 1 p  00: for 1  p  2 this

follows by duality from the case stated above, and for p = 1 and p = 2
this follows by default from the fact that all unconditional bases in éi
(respectively é2) are equivalent. This latter result for t, was proved by
J. Lindenstrauss and A. Pelczynski [12] as an application of Gro-
thendieck’s inequality. For l2 it follows easily from the parallelogram
law (see also Fact 2.4 (iii) below).
The uniqueness of modular bases in lp relates to the proof of

Theorem A as follows: Let (fui) be a sequence of mean zero in-

dependent random variables normalized in Lp, 1 ::5 P  00. By a

theorem of H. P. Rosenthal [20] (fi) is then a modular basis for [ f i ] in

Lp (see also [2] for the identically distributed case). If [fil is isomor-
phic to lp, (fui) is thus forced to be equivalent to the usual basis of lp.
The equivalence of a sequence (fi) of independent random variables
in Lp to the usual lp-basis is characterized in analytical terms in

Proposition 3.5. (Basically the condition is that a sufficient percentage
of the norm of the fi’s can be obtained on disjoint sets.) These

analytical conditions are then used to produce a projection onto [fi].
This last component of the proof can be extended to show that a

weaker version of Theorem A holds for martingale differences: if ( f i )
is a martingale-difference sequence in Lp, 1  p  00, and if (fi) is

equivalent to the usual ép-basis, then [fi] is complemented in Lp. This
is the content of Theorem 5.1 below. In the first draft of this paper
this result was proved only for 2  p  00. The proof for 1  p  2 is
due to G. Schechtman. We thank Professor Schechtman for per-
mission to reproduce his proof here.
We now describe in greater detail the organization of the paper.

Section 2 contains notation and some known preliminary facts.
Section 3 contains three characterizations of sequences in Lp which

are equivalent to the usual lp-basis. Theorem 3.3 is identical with part
(i) of Theorem B stated above. It is local-isomorphic in character, and
concerns 2  p  oo. A preliminary result is Proposition 3.1, which
states that for every 1 :f:-: p  -, any normalized unconditional basic
sequence in Lp whose elements are positive functions is equivalent to
the usual fp-basis. Our second characterization is analytic in charac-
ter. We show in Proposition 3.4 that for 2poo the normalized
unconditional basic sequence ( f i ) in Lp is equivalent to the usual basis
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of lp if and only if l’ 1 gi Il 2pl(p -2)  °° for every sequence (gi) which
can be obtained from ( fi ) by an isometric automorphism of Lp (i.e. by
a change of density). We also list in that proposition the correspond-
ing condition for 1 - p  2, which is the existence of disjoint sets Ei
such that infi JEi !/)&#x3E;0. This part follows from known results of W.
B. Johnson and E. Odell [7] and of the first-named author [4]. Finally
in Proposotion 3.5 we show that the analytic conditions in Proposition
3.4 may be weakened, in both cases, if we assume that the fi are
independent random variables.

In Section 4 we prove results on modular sequence spaces. In

Theorem 4.2 we show that for 2  p  -, every modular basic

sequence in ep is equivalent to the usual tp-basis. This result together
with a result of W. B. Johnson and E. Odell [7] implies part (ii) of
Theorem B. The formulation of our result as given in Theorem B (ii)
was pointed out to us by H. P. Rosenthal. As outlined above,
Theorem 4.2 and known results imply that for 1 - p  00, tp has a
unique modular basis. This fact is stated as Corollary 4.3. As a

preliminary to Theorem 4.2 we present in Proposition 4.1 a charac-
terization of the containment t(,b,) Ç é,;&#x3E; between two modular spaces,
in terms of a certain parameter relating each of the functions Oi to the
corresponding function 03C8i. Several results of this type with various

degrees of generality are available (see [25] and [27]). We found the
formulation in Proposition 4.1 somewhat more concise and more

convenient for our proofs.
In Section 5 we prove Theorem A, and present the generalization to

the case of martingale-difference sequences (Theorem S.l) referred to
earlier. We also present in Proposition 5.2 a related result of A.
Pelczynski and H. P. Rosenthal [16]. The main reason for including
this result here is that it is not stated explicitly in [16]. Our proof of
this result is different from that of [16].

2. Notation and preliminaries

We consider here the spaces Lp = Lp [o, 1 ], 1  p  where [0,1] is
endowed with the Lebesgue measure A---&#x3E; JAI on the u-algebra 0 of
the Lebesgue measurable sets. However, the results easily extend to

Lp on an arbitrary probability space. The scalar field is either R or C.
q will denote the conjugate exponent of p, (Ilp + Ilq = 1).

If @ is a family of measurable functions, sî(f) will denote the
smallest o--algebra with respect to which all f E fffi are measurable. If
H is a u-subalgebra of Y, 6u will denote the conditional expectation
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operator with respect to 4 (defined by the relationship f A 6uf = f A f,
all f E Li, A E -çl). 6u is a contractive projection in all Lp, 1  p  00.

A sequence ( fi ) in Li is called a martingale-difference sequence if for
all m  n, 6u Jn = 0, where dm = H( fi, ... , fm)’ If P and Q are

expressions denoting real numbers and K &#x3E; 0, then P K Q will be
used to abbreviate the relation P/K _ Q s KP.
We use standard Banach space notation as in [ 11 ] . In particular for

a set S in a Banach space, [S] denotes its closed linear span. [si]
abbreviates [fxi, i E N}]. A projection means a bounded linear

idempotent operator. Two basic sequences (xi) and (yi) in some

Banach spaces are called K-equivalent (denoted (xi) K (yi )) if for all n
and all scalars a,,.. *,an, []£1 aixdl JEl][En1 aiYi Il, and are called

equivalent (denoted (Xi) ~ (yi» if they are K-equivalent for some
K  00. A basic sequence (Xi) is called K-unconditional if for all

choices of Ei = :i-- 1, (xi ) 1£ (EiXi ). (Xi) is called semi-normalized if

inf lxil &#x3E; 0 and supdlxdl  oc.
For easy reference, we assemble here several well-known facts,

which will be used later. The first three are easy to verify. Fact 2.4 is
a standard consequence of Khinchine’s inequalities and underlies
many of the known results on the isomorphic structure of Lp. We
include a simple proof probably known in folklore, which is however
hard to extract from existing literature.

FACT 2.1: Let X be a Banach space, and let (Xi) be a basic sequence
in X, equivalent to the usual tp-basis, 1  p s 00. Then [xi] is com-

plemented in X if and only if there is a sequence (x*i) ç X* such that
x*(x;) = 5ij for all i, j, and such that there is K  00 satisfying
IIY- C 1= 1 1 K(Li=I ladq)I/q for all n and all (ai).

FACT 2.2: Let X be a Banach space, Y and E subspaces of X with
E finite-dimensional. Then Y is complemented in X if and only if
Y + E is.

FACT 2.3: Let 1 p  00 and let (fi) be a sequence of mean zero
independent random variables in Lp. Then ( fi ) is an unconditional
basic sequence in Lp.

Let us recall that the Rademacher functions (ri) are defined as

independent, symmetric, f - 1, 11-valued random variables on [0, 1].
Khinchine’s inequalities say that for all 0  p  00, there are 0  Ap ::;
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Bp  00 such that for all n E N and all scalars ai,..., an,

The right-hand inequality for 0  p  2 (the left-hand inequality for
2  p  (0) follows immediately from Hôlder’s inequality and the
orthonormality of (ri) in L2, with Bp = 1 (respectively Ap = 1). For a
proof see [26], for example.

FACT 2.4: Let (gui) be a sequence in Lp, 1 :5 p  00. Then

(i) for any n E N

If, moreover, (gi) is K-unconditional, then
(ii) for any n E N

(iii) for any n E N

if 1 S p s 2 then

and if 2  p  00, then

PROOF: (i) follows from pointwise application of (2.1) to the right-
hand side of the equality

which is, of course, justified by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem.
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To prove (ii), note that since (gi) is unconditional, Eni=1 ri (s )gdl
1f11i=1 gill for all 0 s 5 1, and consequently,

Now, in view of (ii), (iii) will follow if we establish that: for 1 p s 2,

while for 2 ::; p  00,

Fix 2  p  ~ Then the left-hand side inequality in (2.6) follows
from the elementary inequality (1 lc= [a;[)’s(I?=i la;/2)1/2 i.e.

applied pointwise with ai= gi(t) and in-

tegrated over t. The right-hand side inequality is immediate from the
triangle inequality in Lp/2 applied to the sum of the functions

Igll2, ..., Ign 12 E Lp/2-
Now fix 1 p 2. The right-hand side of (2.5) follows, as before,

from the inequality (Li=l la;/2)1/2(Li=1 la;/P)l/p. The other inequality
in (2.5) comes from the triangle inequality, this time in f2lp: We may
assume that (gi) are simple functions, i.e. there is a measurable

partition E1, ..., Em of [0,1] and scalars (cii) such that gi 1=1 CijlEi,
i = 1, ..., n. Putting bij = 1 cij IP 1 Ej we get:

which is the required inequality. The triangle inequality was applied
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here to the sums of the vectors yi, ..., ym in t2/p, where yj

(b1j, b2j, ..., bnj).

REMARK: All the lower estimates in Fact 2.4 are due to W. Orlicz

[15]. His proof in (i) and (ii) is identical with the one given here and
may be used to show also the upper estimates in (i) and (ii), which
were not stated there.

The upper estimates in (iii) are due to Kadec [8].

FACT 2.5: Let (xi) and (yi) be two minimal sequences in a Banach

space X. If (xi) is equivalent to the usual tp-basis, 1  p  00, and if
y î= /lXi - yillq  00, then (yi) is also equivalent to the usual tp-basis. A
sequence (zi) is called minimal if there are z* in the dual such that
zr(Zj) = 5ij, all i, j.

PROOF: By assumption, there are a, b &#x3E; 0 such that for all m El N

and all scalars a 1, ..., am we have

Let zi = yi - xi, i E N . Omitting a finite number of terms in the

sequence if necessary, we may assume that (j , 1 Il Zi Ilq) Ilq = - c  a.
Then 111,m=, ] a;zill Ç £11 I 1 ailp)llp(EM 1= 1 IlZillq)llq I11 1 laiIP)"P, and so
(a - c)(1,n=l 1 l ai I P) IlP  ":¿l 1 «iyi II Ç (b + C)( m 1 I«i IP) 1/P for all m and
all scalars ai,..., am.

REMARK: This fact was first observed by Gohberg and Markus [5].

3. Sequences equivalent to the usual 1,-basis

We present in this section three characterizations of sequences in

LP equivalent to the usual lp-basis. These results will be used in the
other sections of the paper. Theorem 3.3 is identical with Theorem

B(i) stated in the introduction.
Fix 2  p  00. Two well-known results describe the fact that Lp has

a rather small variety of subspaces. The Kadec-Pelczynski Theorem
[9] says that a subspace of Lp either embeds isomorphically in l2
or contains a subspace isomorphic to tp, while the Johnson-Odell
Theorem [7] says that every subspace of Lp either embeds in lp or
contains a subspace isomorphic to l2. Our first characterization of
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sequences equivalent to the usual basis of lp, given in Theorem 3.3, gives
a local version of the dichotomy expressed in the Johnson-Odell

Theorem. We begin with a preliminary result, which may be of

independent interest.

PROPOSITION 3.1: Let l:5:p 00, and let (gi) be a sequence of
positive functions in Lp, K &#x3E; 0.

(i) If for all choices of n E N and E,, ..., En = ± 1

then we have for all n,

(ii) If (gi) is K-unconditional and normalized then (gi) is (2KBp)2-
equivalent to the usual tp-basis.

PROOF (i): The left-hand inequality in (3.2) is easily proved: for all
t,

so

To see the right-hand inequality in (3.2), let first 1 :::; p _ 2. Then by
Fact 2.4(iii), we have

which implies (3.2).
Now let 2  p  00. We have

by (3.1) and Fact 2.4 (ii). Let À==2KBp and E = It -, Y- ic=, gi (t) ,
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A(¿i=l 1 gi (t)’) "’1. The idea of the proof now is that a large part of the
time (namely on E), llc=l gi is comparable with (ici lgil2)’I’-, since by
(3.3) these two functions are comparable on the average. But then
yc 1=1 gi is also comparable with (2?=i IgiIP)"P which brings us to the
extreme right-hand side expression in (3.2). In detail:

by the definition of E

by (3.3).

Therefore we have

Now for any t F= E we have

The first inequality is Hôlder’s inequality with exponents 1/(2 - q) and
plq (note that 2 - q + qlp = 1): the other one comes from the

definition of E. Transferring sides we have on E:

Putting things together
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by (3.4)

by (3.3), i.e.

completing the proof of (i).
(ii). Let a 1, ..., an be scalars; then replacing gi in (3.2) by 1 ai Igi, we
obtain:

the inequalities being justified by (3.2), the unconditionality of (gi), the
triangle inequality for scalars, and (3.2), respectively.

REMARK: After the first version of this paper was completed, a
simpler proof of Proposition 3.1 was suggested by G. Schechtman.
Here is a modification of his proof which also improves the constant
in (3.2) from (2KBp)2 to (KBp)2/Q:

by Hôlder

by Hôlder.

Transferring sides and raising to the power 2/(qp) we obtain from
here
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We will find it more convenient to use Proposition 3.1 (i) in the
following contrapositive form:

COROLLARY 3.2: Given 1:5 p  00 and 5 &#x3E; 0 there is M = M(p, 5)
such that for all n and all sequences gl, ..., gn = 0 in Lp, if

then there is a choice of signs Ei _ :t 1, (i  n), for which

We are now ready for our first characterization.

THEOREM 3.3 (see also [6]): Let 2  p  00, and let (fi) be a

normalized unconditional basic sequence in Lp. Then either
(i) (fi) is equivalent to the usual basis of e,, or else
(ii) there is k 2:: 1 such that for any n E N there are disjoint finite

sets A1, ..., An of integers and linear combinations hi = Yi Ai C 
for which (h 1, ..., hn) is k-equivalent to the usual basis of t2.

These possibilities are mutually exclusive. Moreover, by Krivine’s
Theorem ([ 10], see also [ 17]), we may replace the phrase "there isk - 1"
in the statement (ii) by the phrase "for all À &#x3E; 1".

PROOF: Assume that (i) fails. Fix an integer n and s &#x3E; 0, and let

in the notation of Corollary 3.2. Since (i) fails, we can, in view of Fact
2.4 (iii) find an integer m and scalars a 1, ..., am such that

where K is the unconditionality constant of (fj) in Lp. Set r = p/2, and
for j = 1, ..., m, let g; _ ifil 2@ 8j = /aj/2. Then we have
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by Fact 2.4 (ii)

by (3.7), i.e.

To conclude the proof we shall need the following simple

LEMMA: Let x and y be nonzero elements in a Banach space, and let

sequently

PROOF OF LEMMA:

PROOF OF THE THEOREM, concluded: Let

Claim. For each k _ n it is possible to find a partition of the set
{l, ..., m} into k disjoint sets A 1, ..., Ak so that if we set Xk = LjEA f3jgj
for i = 1, ..., k, then

We shall prove the claim by induction on k :5 n. Assume it holds for a
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certain value of k  n, and let Ai, xi be as in the claim. We have

by (3.8), so

for some value of i  k, which we shall fix now,

Now by (3.6), Mlk 2: M(r, s/2n) so by Corollary 3.2 there are subsets
B and C = Ai B B of Ai such that

i.e. putting

we have y + z = x;, and Ily - zli,  (,6/2n)llxill, Thus by the Lemma we
have

which by the induction hypothesis implies that flylflyl/, - ull, ::;
(k + I)Sln. A similar assertion holds for z. Thus replacing Ai by the
two sets B and C and x; by y and z, we obtain the objects postulated
in the claim for k + 1.

Let A1, ..., An by as in claim for k = n, let Xi = Y-j,.Ai I3jgb and let

Then for any positive b,, ..., bn,
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Now let cj = 1/y; for all j:5 m, and let hi = ljEA, c; f;. Then for any
scalars a,, ..., àn we have

The first inequality holds by the unconditionality of (fi) and Fact 2.4
(ii), while the second one comes from (3.10). Similarly we get

We have thus shown that statement (ii) of the Theorem holds with 03BB

equal to KBp, where K is the unconditional constant of (fi) in Lp
(recall that Ap = 1).
The other assertions of the Theorem are clear.

The proof of Theorem 3.3 shows also the following quantitative
version of it:

THEOREM 3.3*: Let 2  p  -, and let 1 - K  00. Then for every
n EN there is 0  M  00 so that whenever ( f; ) is a finite or infinite
normalized basic sequence in Lp with unconditional constant _ K,
then either Illi a;f;]] S M(Yi ladP)l/p for ail choices of scalars (ai), or
else there are disjoint sets Al, ..., An of indices and functions hi E

[fj: j E Ai], i = 1, 2,..., n, such that (hh h2, ..., hn) is KBp-equivalent
to the usual basis of fi.

In basis theoretic terminology, Theorem 3.3 says that every nor-
malized unconditional basic sequence in Lp, 2  p  00, which is not
equivalent to the usual lp-basis has a permutation in which the usual
basis of l2 is block-finitely represented (see [17]). It is not known

whether it is necessary to use a permutation in this statement.

Namely, the following question is open:

PROBLEM 3.A: Let 2poo, and let (fi) be a normalized un-
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conditional basic sequence in Lp which is not equivalent to the usual
tp-basis. Is there A &#x3E; 1 such that for each n there are disjoint intervals
A1, ..., An in N and functions hi E [fj: j E Ai] such that (hl, ..., hn) is
03BB -equivalent to the usual basis of t2?

We now pass to an analytic characterization of sequences

equivalent to the usual e, -basis. In the case of 1 s p  2, this is the
union of the results of Johnson-Odell [7] and of the first-named
author [4]. Let us explain the background and notation of our result
for 2  p  00. If 0 E Lp = Lp (À) and 0 &#x3E; 0 almost everywhere, we set

d,ko = c/JPdA, and define for f E Lp(A), UJ = flo. By the Radon-Nik-
odÝm theorem U, is an isometry of Lp(A) onto Lp(Aq,). Such an
isometry is called a change of density. One should keep in mind that
isomorphic and isometric properties of subspaces and subsets of Lp
are invariant under changes of density, while the shape of functions
and their Lr norms for r# p, are not.

PROPOSITION 3.4: Let ( f; ) be a semi-normalized unconditional basic
sequence in Lp = Lp(,k), 1 sp 00, p# 2. Then (fi) is equivalent to the
usual basis of ép if and only if

(i) 1 s p  2, and there are disjoint measurable subsets (E;) of
[0, 11, and à &#x3E; 0 such that fE, Ifi(t)lPdt:c-- SP for all i E N.

or

(ii) 2  p  00, and for every .0 &#x3E; 0 with Jd 0(t)Pdt = 1, we have

Moreover, for 2  p  00, if (ii) holds then C = supf Co -, .0 &#x3E; 0,

fol 0(t)Pdt = l}  00 and for all n and all ai, ..., an,

where K is the unconditional constant of (fi).

PROOF: For 1  p  2, the "if" statement of the Proposition is the
content of Lemma 2 in [7], while the "only if" statement follows from
Theorem B of [4].

For 2  p  oo, Fact 2.4 (iii) implies that (fi) has a lower l3p-estimate.
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By Fact 2.4 (ii), (fi) will have an upper lp -e stimate if and only if there
is M  00 such that for all n and all a 1, ..., an,

Also, if such M exists we will have by Fact 2.4 (ii) that

for all n and all a 1, ..., an. Setting g; = If;/2, r = p/2, s = p/( p - 2) we
see that such finite M exists if and only if sup Mn  00 where Mi =

sup{(fJ’=ll3;gi(t)lrdt)llr; ,  i=1 n ((3 i Ir = 1. · sup.M. is the smallest ad-

missible value of M.

Fix n E N, and let Tn: ér- Lr be defined by Tn((a;)) = I?=i ag;.
Then

(We made the substitution c/Jp-2 = t/J). Thus we have supn Mn = C,
which shows that ( f; ) is equivalent to the usual lp-basis if and only if
C  00, and proves the "moreover" statement of the Proposition. To

complete the proof it is enough to note that for c/Jp-2 = t/J, C§ =
supn[]T§§Ji]], and therefore if Cq,  00 for all &#x3E; 0 in Lp, then for all
t/J E Ls, sUPnIITt/J1l  00 and so by the uniform boundedness principle,
C = SUPll4ll=1 C4 = sUPn1lT:1I1/2  00.

REMARK: It is interesting to compare part (ii) of the Proposition
with the following result, which is a simple consequence of results of
H. P. Rosenthal [19] and B. Maurey [13] (apply Théorème 2 and
Théorème 10 of [ 13] and Fact 2.4 (ii): Let 1 $:p  oo, and let (fi) be a
semi-normalized unconditional basic sequence in Lp. Then (fi) is
equivalent to the usual l2-basis if and only if there is 0  c/J E Lp such
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that

(Of course, for each fixed p one of these conditions is always satisfied
for semi-normalized ( f; )).

In the final result of this section we give an analytic condition
which is necessary and sufficient for a sequence of independent
random variables in Lp to be equivalent to the usual fp-basis. This
condition is satisfied by every sequence in Lp which is equivalent to
the usual fp-basis. For independent random variables in Lp, 2  p  00,

the essential part of Proposition 3.5 is due to H. P. Rosenthal [21].

PROPOSITION 3.5: Fix a value of p, 1 :S; p  oc, p 0 2, and let ( f; ) be a
sequence in Lp. Suppose that, among the following conditions, all

those which are pertinent to the given value of p are satisfied:
(i) if 1 - p 00, ( f; ) is a semi-normalized sequence of independent

non-constant random variables,
(ii) if 1 _ P  2, there exist 8 &#x3E; 0 and a sequence (Ei) of subsets of

[0, 1 ] such that

Then (fi) is a basic sequence equivalent to the usual basis of (p’
Conversely, if 1:5 p  00 p 0 2, and (fi) is a sequence in Lp which is
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equivalent to the usual basis of tp, then statements (ii), (iii) and (iv)
hold. Moreover, statement (ii) is actually true for all values of p, 1 _
p  00, p 0 2, and the sets in (ii) may be taken to be of the form

for suitable constants 6i &#x3E; 0.

PROOF: We shall first prove the converse statement of the Pro-

position. Suppose that 1 :n:-: p  00, p 0 2, and ( fi ) is a sequence in Lp
which is equivalent to the usual basis of t,. By a result of the first
named author [4], there are à &#x3E; 0 and a sequence (Ei) of disjoint
measurable subsets of [0, 1] such that (3.12) is satisfied. Thus (ii) is

valid for all 1:5 p  00, p 0 2, in a stronger form. To see that (Ei) may
be replaced by a sequence satisfying (3.13) as well as (3.11 ) and (3.12)
(with a possibly smaller value of 8 &#x3E; 0), we need only show

LEMMA: Let (fi) be a bounded sequence in Lp, 1 _ p  oo. If b &#x3E; 0

and (Ei) is a sequence of subsets of [0, 1], such that (3.11) and (3.12)
hold, then there are Q; = 0, i E N such that the sets Fi = [Ifi [ &#x26; Q;]
satisfy Li=l 1 iFi  00 and f Fi [ f;(t)[Pdt * SP/2 for all i E N.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA: For i E N, let Q; be the unique number for
which

Then we have

by (3.12) and the second inequality in (3.14). On the ther hand, setting
K = supi lifi Il, and Fi = [[ f; 113il for i E N , we have

Putting these two inequalities together we have 1 Fi IIIEI 1 2KPISP, and
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so 1 î= 1 1 Fi 1  00 by (3.11 ), which concludes the proof of the Lemma in
view of the first inequality in (3.14).
We now return to the proof of the converse assertion of the

Proposition and so resume our assumption that (fi) is equivalent to
the usual basis of e,. Statement (iii) for 2  p  oo follows immediately
from Proposition 3.4 (ii) with 0 = 1. To prove statement (iv), let

1  p  oo. Consider the map T: t, --&#x3E; L, given by T«ai» = 1 î= 1 aifi.
Then we have T* : Lq - éq and so

We now prove the direct implication asserted in the Proposition.
Assume that (/,) is a sequence in Lp satisfying (i)-(iv). For each i, let
hi be an H(f;)-measurable function in Lq with Id hi ( t ) dt = 0 and
fol fi(t)hi(t)dt = 1. Then (hi) is a biorthogonal sequence to ( fi ). Hence,
in order to show that (fi) is equivalent to the usual tp-basis we may
discard finitely many of the f;’s and show that the remaining sequence
is equivalent to the usual tp -basis.
We first make the additional assumption that every fi has mean 0. If

2  p  -, Theorem 3 in Rosenthal’s paper [21] renders then:

(The second equivalence follows from Hôlder’s inequality and (iii),
while the third one follows from the fact that ( fi ) is semi-normalized.)

Let now 1  p  2, and assume that (ii) holds. By the Lemma we
may assume that the sets (Ei ) are of the form [] f; ] * so Ei E d(fi),
for all i E N , which makes them independent events. Discarding
finitely many values of i, if necessary, we may assume that leil  1 for

all i, and so (3.11) implies that

For each i, let Gi = Ei B U j&#x3E;i Ej. Then Gi are disjoint measurable sets,
and by the independence of fi we have, for all i,
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(fui) is an unconditional basic sequence by Fact 2.3. Therefore by
(3.15) and Lemma 2 of [7] (or, equivalently, Proposition 3.4 (i)), (fi) is
equivalent to the usual lp-basis.
The Proposition is now proved for 1 - p  -, p 0 2 under the

assumption that all fi have mean 0. We now drop that assumption. Let
Ci = Id f i ( t ) dt, and let gi = f i - ci, i E N. Then, for 1 s p  -, p 0 2, (g;)
is a semi-normalized sequence of independent, non-constant, mean 0
random variabies in Lp. If 1 :::; p  2, note that

as -&#x3E;oo. So, after discarding finitely many values of i, statement (ii)
holds for (gi ) with a smaller value of 5. If 2  p  -, note that

1 cd ::; Ilfdh ::; Iifi Ih, so "gdh::; 211fdh and therefore (iii) holds for (gi) as it
did for (/,). By the case already proved, we may conclude, for

1 - p  -, p 0 2, that (gi) is equivalent to the usual t,-basis.
Now note that fi = gi - ci. If 1  p  -, p 0 2, then by (iv),

so by Fact 2.5, (fi) is equivalent to the usual fp-basis. If, on the other
hand, p = 1, then there is a constant a &#x3E; 0 such that for any n and any

al, ..., OEn,

which completes the proof.

REMARK: For arbitrary normalized unconditional basic sequences
(/,) in Lp, 1 :f:-: p  -, p gé 2 the conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are not
sufficient to ensure that (fi) is equivalent to the usual lp-basis. For
example, let Ai, A2,... be disjoint subsets of [0, 1] with }"::=1 nlanl 
oo. Given 1:5 p  00, there are Kp  00 and functions (fn,i; n EN, i  n)
such that each f n,i is mean 0 and supported in An and (fn,i -, n E N, i z5
n) is Kp-equivalent to the usual basis of n=l (î),en 2 ),. This is im-
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mediate from Khinchine’s inequality and the fact that Lp(An) is
isometric to Lp. Thus (fn,¡) is unconditional and not equivalent to the
usual lp-basis. But ( fn,;) satisfies (ii) (with En,; = An, and 5 = 1), and if
p &#x3E; 2, it satisfies also (iii), by an application of Hôlder’s inequality as
in (5.3) below.

4. Modular séquence spaces

The main result of this section is Theorem 4.2 which states that for

2  p  -, tp is, up to normalization, the only modular sequence
space that embeds isomorphically in e,. As a consequence of this and
known results we obtain (Corollary 4.3) that for all 1:5 p  00 a

modular sequence space which is isomorphic to ep must be identical
with ep (again, up to normalization). Our interest in this result here
stems from the fact, proved by H. P. Rosenthal [20], that for any
sequence of mean 0 independent random variables (fi) in Lp the set of
all sequences of scalars (ai) for which lî=l aifi converges in norm is a
modular sequence space. (In the case when the fi are, in addition,
identically distributed, this result was proved earlier by J. Bretagnolle
and D. Dacunha-Castelle [2]). We shall use Theorem 4.2 in con-

junction with this fact in our proof of Theorem A presented in the
next section.

We shall use the term 0-function to denote a strictly increasing
continuous function from R’ to R+ which is 0 at 0. If (4&#x3E;i) is a

sequence of 0-functions then the modular sequence space e(e,) is the
linear space of all sequences (ai) of scalars which for some t &#x3E; 0

satisfy E=i $;([a; [/t)  ce, é.;&#x3E; is made into a complete linear metric

space by the metric: d((a;), 0) = e V £bÎ=i $;(]a;]le) = e. A convex 0-
function is called an Orlicz function. If q5j are all Orlicz functions then
the metric d is equivalent to the norm: [](a;)][ s e V £=i Oi(laillE):g 1.
We start with a criterion for one modular sequence space to be a

subset of another one. A criterion for equality of two modular
sequence spaces given by J. Woo [25] is similar in spirit to ours, but is
somewhat more restrictive.

PROPOSITION 4.1: Let (oi) and (Vii) be two sequences of 0-func-
tions. Then the following two statements are equivalent:

(1) é,(.Oj) ç t(t/li)
(ii) For any a &#x3E; 0 (equivalently, for some a &#x3E; 0), there is C &#x3E; 0 such

that
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where we define for functions 0 and «/1:

PROOF: Let us first explain the motivation behind the rather tech-
nical condition (ii). It is clear that if there is C  00 such that for all j
and all u, tpj(u):- Coj(Cu), then

for all a; &#x3E; 0, which in turn is equivalent to (i). Set E; = E (0j, t/fj, C, a).
Definition (4.2) says that 6j is the smallest number such that for all u
with Iij(u) Ei [,Ej, a], the condition t/fj(u):5 Cpj(Cu) does hold. The

values of u with t/fj(u) ,Ej are exempted from this requirement, since
they are already summable in view of (4.1), while the values where
Iii(u) &#x3E; a turn out not to matter.

(i)::&#x3E; (ii). Fix a &#x3E; 0 and assume that (i) holds while

£ Jif=i E(oj, t/fj, C, a) = 00 for all values of C  00. Since each term of this
series is bounded by a, we can find disjoint finite sets of integers (Bk)
such that

Now by definition we can for each j E Bk find aj satisfying

and

Let 6j = k2a; if j E Bk for some k, and {3j = 0 otherwise. Then
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On the other hand, given any t  00 we have with ko = [ t ] + 1,

the last inequality holding by the left-hand inequalities in (4.4) and
(4.5). Thus (,6j) E t(e,), contradicting (i).
(ii) =:&#x3E; (i). Let C, a be such that £ Jif=i 1 Ej  00 where Ej = E (0j, ,pb C, a).
Assume that a; 0, all j and £§f=1 1 -Oj (aj)  oc. Let

Then LjE] Wl (aÎl C) Ç C LjE] cf&#x3E;j(aj)  00, and LjE! tpj (aj/ C): LjE! Ej  00
by the definition of E(’) and by (4.1). Thus to complete the proof we
need to show that K is a finite set. Assume K is infinite. Since

.oj (aj) ---&#x3E; 0, there are infinitely many j E K satisfying

For each such j, ej(ajIC):-: a by definition of K, and since qij is

continuous, there is I3j satisfying 0 ,8j:t-: ajIC, and a/2 _ tpj(,Bj) - a.
This, together with (4.7) implies that

and so by (4.2),

Since this happens for infinitely many values of j, lî=l Ej = -, con-
tradicting our assumption.

REMARK: After this paper was accepted for publication Professor
L. Drewnowski brought to our attention the work of I. V. Sragin [27]
in which inclusion relationships between sequence spaces are studied
in greater generality than in Theorem 4.1 here.
The following question seems natural in this context:
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PROBLEM 4.A: Let (.0j) be a sequence of 0-functions, such that t(O,)
is isomorphic to a Banach space. Are there Orlicz functions (Iii) such
that e(,,,) = e(,,,) ?

In the case when Pi = Pl for all i (i.e. for Orlicz sequence spaces)
the answer is affirmative.
We can now prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 4.2: Let 2  p  00, and let (xi) be a semi-normalized
basic sequence in ep. Assume that (xi) is a modular basis, that is, there
is a sequence (oi) of 0-functions such that for all sequences (ai) of
scalars

Then (x;) is equivalent to the usual e,-basis.

PROOF: Since (ai) E t(,b,) if and only if (lai 1) E e(,b,), (xi) is an un-

conditional basic sequence. Assume that (x;) is not equivalent to the
usual t,-basis. By fact 2.4 (iii) there is c &#x3E; 0 such that for all n and all

(«i), 111,c=l 1 aixi II ? c(£?=i ladP)lIP. Thus, Theorem 3.3* implies that

there is À &#x3E; 1 such that for every n there is Mn with the property that
for every A C N either (xi, i E A) is Mn-equivalent to the usual basis
of t,,IAI@ or there are combinations yi,..., Yn of disjoint subsets of
lxi; i E AI such that (Yi, i ::; n) is À -equivalent to the usual t2-basis.
We may assume that (Mn) increases.
We claim that there are disjoint finite subsets (An) of N such that
1°. for all n, (x;, i E An) fails to be Mn-equivalent to the usual basis

of pAn , and
2°. if Zn E [xi, i E An ] f or n = 1, 2, ... then

To obtain 2° it is enough to get disjoint finite sets (En) of integers
such that for all n and ail ,z E [x;, i E An], Ilz - zlEnll:5 Ilzlll K2n+l, where
K is the unconditional constant of (Xi). The construction of sets An
and En is a standard gliding hump argument: If A;, Ei have been
constructed for i = 1,2, ..., n - 1, let E = U in Ei, A = U in Ai.
Since the basis xi is shrinking there is m such that for all .z E

[x;, i ? m], IlzlEl1  l’zlll K2 n+2. Now, since (xi, i &#x3E; m ) is not equivalent to
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the usual basis of t,, there is a finite set An C N n [m, (0) which
satisfies 1 °. Finally, since the unit ball of [je,, i E A,,] is compact, there
is a finite set F C N such that for all z E [xi, i E An], flz - zlFfI 
llzllIK2 --2 Setting En = FB E completes the induction step of the
construction.

If Bk are disjoint subsets of N, zk = li,,:B, -yixi and .pk ( u) =
1 i,=-Bk Oi (j -yi 1 u) for all u - 0, then by (4-8) Y, ;= 1 akzk converges if and
only if (ak) Ee(,pk). Define

and let

where 0(u) = u’ f or u 2: 0. Then there is C  00 such that

In fact, if (4.9) failed for all C  00 there would be C,, such that
= -, and so we could find «/ln E 1Jtn with

£§J=i E(/J, C., 1) = 00. Since E(/J, t/I, C, 1) is a decreasing function of
C, this would imply that for all C, 1,’ , = 1 E (0, t/lm C, 1) = 00. On the other
hand, e.(U) = Yil.A,, oi(lyilu) and the elements Z,, Yli,.A,, -yixi have

norm SA. If 1.’=, la,,IP  -, then 1,’ =, a,,z,, converges by 2°, and
therefore (an) E e(,p.) by the introductory remark of this paragraph.
Thus by Proposition 4.1, there is C  00 such that Y,,’ ,E C, 1) 
oo, a contradiction.

Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that

and that l’ is still satisfied. By l’ and the defining property of the Mn,
there are disjoint subsets B; c An for j --5 n, n = 1, 2, ... and linear
combinations yj=I,EB7 yix such that for each n, (y?, j = n) is À-

equivalent to the usual en-basis. Let I/1j(u) = 3l;éBj 4&#x3E;i(lyclu), all u 2= 0,
n, and j - n. Then «/1j E Wn, and so by (4.10),
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Thus, putting .pj into one sequence, ép ç é,j&#x3E;, by Proposition 4.1. So,
if Yj,. lacIP  00, then (aj) E é,j&#x3E;, which is equivalent to the
convergence of 3lJ§=1 3lj*n ajyj. On the other hand, this latter con-
dition is equivalent, by 2° and by the defining property of y c, to the
condition E (3lj,n lajl2)pl2  00. Thus 3l§J=1 ;n lajlP  00 implies that
3l§J=1 (jsn lajl2)pl2  00, which is false, as one easily checks. This

contradiction proves the Theorem.

REMARKS. (a): Theorem 4.2 fails if we drop the assumption that
2 = p  00 or if we replace the assumption that (xl ) is a modular basis
by the assumption that (xi) is an unconditional basis. To see the first
fact, fix 1:5 p  2. One checks that if p(n) decreases to p fast enough
and if for each n, gn is a p(n)-stable random variable normalized in

Lp, then the sequence (gn) satisfies the conditions (ii) and (iv) of
Proposition 3.5. With such a sequence (p(n» fixed, choose a

sequence of integers k(n) such that d( é7k(n)@ t:(n» &#x3E; n for all n. If
A1, A2, ... is a partition of N with IAnl = k(n) for all n, and if we take
(fi) to be a sequence of independent random variables normalized in
Lp and such that for each i E An, fi is p(n) stable, then [fi] is

isomorphic to (3l§J=1 ® P( n) »p by Proposition 3.5 and thus embeds in
tp, and (/,) is a modular basis by H. P. Rosenthal’s result [20]. But by
our choice of k(n), (fi) is not equivalent to the usual basis of tp.
On the other hand, for each 2  p  00 there exists an unconditional

basic sequence (x; ) in ép such that [xi] is not isomorphic to ép. This
follows from the results of A. Szankowski [24], as was pointed out to
us by L. Tzafriri.
(b). As part of our proof of Theorem 4.2 we show that the usual basis
of (Yn= 1 q) en)p is not a modular basis if 2  p  00. This proof could
be generalized to show that the usual basis of n én)p is not a
modular basis if p 0 r. A weaker form of the latter result was proved
earlier by H. P. Rosenthal (unpublished), namely he showed that if
p 0 r then the usual basis of (In= 1 q) ier)p is not a modular basis.
We now show that the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 is valid for all

1  p  oo provided (xi ) is a basis for all of ep, and the Oi are Orlicz
functions.

COROLLARY 4.3: Let 1 p oo, and let (xi) be a semi-normalized
basis for ep. If there is a sequence of Orlicz functions (4)i) such that
for alt .sequences (ai) of scalars 3lil=1 aixi converges if and only if
(ai) E then (xi) is equivalent to the usual basis of ep.

PROOF: Since (ai) E t(t/&#x3E;i&#x3E; if and only if (lad) E t(tbih (xi) is un-
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conditional. Thus for p = 1 or 2, the assertion of the Theorem follows
from the fact that all the semi-normalized unconditional bases for t,
are equivalent. For p = 2 this is immediate from Fact 2.4 (iii), while
for p = 1 this result was proved by Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski [12]
as a consequence of Grothendieck’s inequality.

If 2  p  00, our assertion follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.
Finally, for 1  p  2 we obtain the result by duality: Let (x*) be the
sequence in éq which is biorthogonal to (x;). Then (je*) is an un-

conditional semi-normalized basis for t,. Now the map T : (a;)-
Y,î=l aixi is an isomorphism of t(,k,) onto tp by the closed graph
theorem. As is well known (see [25], for example), there is a sequence
of Orlicz functions (.p3) such that e*,i) = t(,p,) with the natural

identification. Consequently, 2=i /3,jc* converges if and only if (.Bi) E

,e(,p,), and so by Theorem 4.2, (je*) is equivalent to the usual t,-basis.
(xi) must then be equivalent to the usual e,-basis.
Theorem B (ii) follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 and the

theorem of W. B. Johnson and E. Odell [7]:

PROOF oF THEOREM B (ii): Let (fi) be a modular normalized basic
sequence in Lp, 2  p  00. If t2 fails to embed isomorphically in [fi],
then by the Johnson-Odell Theorem [7], [f;] embeds isomprhically in
t,. But then by Theorem 4.2, (/,) is equivalent to the usual tp-basis,
contrary to the assumption of Theorem B.

5. Projections onto subspaces of Lp

PROOF oF THEOREM A: Let (/,) be a sequence of independent
random variables in Lp with [fi] isomorphic to ep. If ci = f fi and
gi = fi - ci, then [1, (fi)] = [1, (gi)]; hence by Fact 2.2 it is enough to
prove that [gi] is complemented. Since [gai] is isomorphic to e,, we
may assume without loss of generality that all fi have mean 0. We
may also assume that (fi) is normalized and that no fi is constant.
We first show that (fi) is equivalent to the usual 6p-basis. For p = 1

this follows from Fact 2.3 and the deep fact that éi has a unique
unconditional basis, (see [12]). For 2  p  00 it follows from Theorem
4 and Lemma 7 of [21] that either (fi) is equivalent to the usual
tp-basis or else [fi] contains a subspace isomorphic to t2, which is not
the case here. Finally if 1  p  2, a result of H. P. Rosenthal

(Theorem 4.2 of [20]) shows that there are 0-functions (oi) such that
3lil=1 aJi i converges in Lp if and only if l’ $;([a;[/t)  00 for some
t  -. Moreover, the functions Oi have the property that ; (t)/t
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increases with t &#x3E; 0. Setting Iii(t) = Jô Oi(u)iu du, each t/li is an Orlicz
function, and cPi(tI2)  rl (t)  oi (t) for all i and t. So 1 î= 1 aifi con-
verges in Lp if and only if (ai) E l(I/I)’ and so by Corollary 4.3, é,;&#x3E; = fp,
1,e, 3lJJf=1 aifi converges if and only if 3lJJf=1 lailp oo.
We now proceed to show that [fi] is complemented in Lp. Let first

p = 1. By Proposition 3.5 there are sets Ei E d(fi) and a number,6 &#x3E; 0

satisfying

By discarding finitely many values of i we may assume that lEi 1  1,
all i, and so c = Il î= 1 (1 - lEi 1) &#x3E; 0, by (5.1). Discarding some more, if
necessary, we may assume that 3lJJf=1 IEil  c,6. Let Gi = EiB Uj&#x3E;i Ej.
Then Gi are disjoint measurable sets and for i 0 j we have:

and so

(the last inequality follows from the fact that Gi = Ei fl n,&#x3E;,- Ej. and
from the independence of the events Ej). Thus we have proved that
(fi) are relatively disjoint in the sense of [18], and so [fil ] is com-

plemented (see [18]).
Now let 1  p  -, p 0 2. By Proposition 3.5, there are sets Ei E

A(fi) and 8 &#x3E; 0 satisfying Yî=l IEil  00 and JEi Ifi(t)IPdt  8p, all i. Let

41j be the Hahn-Banach functional of filEi’ i.e. 4ii is supported on Ei,
II«/Jillq = 1 and di == J6 «/Ji(t)fi(t)dt = (JEi Ifi(t)l"dt)"" - 8, all i. Each 4ii is
a non-constant si(fi)-measurable function. Thus, putting Viildi, we
have

since the fi are mean 0.
Now (oi) are non-constant independent random variables, and
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by Hôlder’s inequality, so

Thus (oi) satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Proposition 3.5 with p
replaced by q. Moreover, if 2  q  oo, then

by Hôlder’s inequality, and so

which shows that satisfies also condition (iii) of Proposition 3.5.
Thus in any case (cPi) is équivalent to the usual 6q-basis, and so by
Fact 2.1 and (5.2), [fi] is complemented in Lp.
Theorem A implies in particular that a séquence of independent

random variables in LP which is équivalent to the usual t,-basis has a
complemented span. For 1  p  00 this statement generalizes to the
case of martingale différences as follows.

THEOREM 5.1 (obtained jointly with G. Schechtman): Let 1  p 
00, and let ( f;) be a martingale-difference sequence in Lp. If (fi) is

equivalent to the usual tp-basis, then [fi] is a complemented subspace
of Lp.

PROOF: Let (fi) be a martingale-difference séquence in Lp which is
équivalent to the usual ep-basis. Since the conclusion of the Theorem
is obvious for p = 2 we assume that 1  p  2 or 2  p  00. Then by a
result of the first-named author (Theorem B of [4]) there are disjoint
measurable sets AI, A2,... and a constant c &#x3E; 0 so that for all i,
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Let t/11, t/12, ... be functions in Lq, such that for each i, t/1i is supported
on Ai, IIt/1ill s; c-1, and

Let Zi denote the conditional expectation operator 6*; with respect to
the u-algebra S8, = d(fI, f2, ..., fi) generated by f l, ..., fi. Finally in-
troduce Oi = (% - Zi-I)tpi, i = 1, 2,... (here Zo = 0). Thus each Oi is

ei-measurable, and Zi-loi = 0, which implies that (oi), as well as (fi),
is a martingale-difference sequence with respect to the u-algebras
el, PÃ2, ...
For all i 0 j we thus have that fô fi(t)oj(t)dt = 0, while for all i we

have

The second equality here follows from the fact that fi is OO-measur-
able (for the first term) and from the fact that ei-ltpi is ei-1-
measurable, (for the second term). Thus (fi),(Oi) is a biorthogonal
system.
By a theorem of D. L. Burkholder (Theorem 9 of [3]), (oi) is

unconditional with a constant K (actually K depends on p only).
Therefore, fixing any n E N and scalars ai, ..., an, we have by Fact
2.4 (ii) that

Now, since (Zi) is an increasing sequence of conditional expectations,
Stein’s inequality (Theorem 8 of [28]) implies that
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where Cq is a constant dependent on q alone. Similarly, we have

Combining the last three inequalities we obtain

Here the second inequality follows from the triangle inequality in f2
and from the definition of Oi, while the first equality follows from the
fact that the functions ipi, .p2, ..., .pn are disjointly supported.
Now (fi) and (cPi) satisfy the assumptions of Fact 2.1, so [fi] is

complemented in Lp.

REMARKS (a): In the case when 2  p  - the proof can be

significantly simplified, and does not require either Stein’s inequality
or the result of [4]. Jfl; may be taken to be the Hahn-Banach func-
tional of f in Lq ([o, 1 ], ÉB;, dt), for each i, and (cPi) may be defined as
in the proof. Then (oi) will be biorthogonal to (f;) and unconditional
in Lq, and so the upper estimate needed in Fact 2.1 will follow from
Fact 2.4 (iii).
(b). Theorem 5.1 could be used as an alternative to the last two

paragraphs in the proof of Theorem A, for the case 1  p  00.

Unlike a sequence of independent random variables, a martingale-
difference sequence in Lp ( 1  p  00, p# 2), can span a subspace
isomorphic to fp without being equivalent to the usual lp-basis. For
1  p  oo, p 0 2, one can easily construct a martingale-difference
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sequence equivalent to the usual basis of (3l§J=1 t"),, as in the Remark
following Proposition 3.5. en)@ is isomorphic to e, by a well-
known result of A. Pelczynski (see [Ila]). In L, the sequence ( fn )
where for each n, fn is the first function on the n’th level of the Haar
system, is a martingale-difference sequence; clearly [fn] is isomorphic
to t, and one easily checks that ( fn) is a conditional basis.
While the examples of martingale differences referred to in the last

paragraph span complemented subspaces, there is for each 2  p  00
a subspace X of Lp spanned by a martingale-difference sequence
such that X is isomorphic to e, and uncomplemented in Lp. In fact,
each of the subspaces of Lp constructed by H. P. Rosenthal in [21] to
be isomorphic to e, and uncomplemented in Lp is most naturally
realized as the span of a martingale-différence sequence.
These facts leave then two open problems:

PROBLEM 5.A: Let 1  p  2, and let (fi) be a martingale- difference
sequence in Lp. If [fi] is isomorphic to tp, must [fi] be complemented
in Lp ?

PROBLEM 5.B: Let ( fi ) be a martingale-difference sequence in Ll. If
(fi) is equivalent to the usual él-basis, is [fi] complemented in LI?

The proof of Theorem 5.1 can be used to prove also the following
result of Pelczynski and Rosenthal [16]. (This result is stated im-

plicitly in the proof of Theorem 3.1 there).

PROPOSITION 5.2 [16]: Let (fi) be a martingale-difference sequence
in Lp, 1  p  00. If [fi] is isomorphic to e2 then it is complemented in

Lp.

PROOF: If 2 5 p  00, every isomorphic copy of e2 in Lp is com-

plemented there by [9]. Let 1  p  2. By the result of Burkholder
mentioned above [3] (fi) is unconditional, and so by Fact 2.4 (iii), ( fi )
is equivalent to the usual e2-basis, provided we assume, as we may,
that ( f i ) is normalized. We now find a bounded martingale-difference
sequence «({Ji) in Lq, biorthogonal to ( fi), as in the proof of Theorem
5.1 (using Ai = [0, 1]). To conclude that [fi] is complemented we use
Fact 2.1 (with p and q replaced by 2 there), noting that the necessary
inequality involving (wi) is guaranteed by Burkholder’s result [3] and
Fact 2.4 (iii).

REMARK: The result stated here as Proposition 5.2 was used by
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Pelczynski and Rosenthal [16] to show that every subspace of Lp, 1 
p  00, isomorphic to t2 contains a subspace complemented in Lp. This
part of the result of [16] was proved earlier by V. Milman [14] using a
différent method. However [14] does not give the quantitative esti-
mates given in Theorem 3.1 of [16].
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